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No markings/notations. Spine/binding tight and pages in good cond. No Dust Jacket. Cover/
page edges in good cond, but shows moderate bumping, some creasing, scuffing.

This book has the admirable quality of being both organized to facilitate rapid look-up of
information and being written in a readable style.-The Growing EDGE
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Your Ultimate Palm Tree Handbook: Create a Paradise with Palms



Dr. Bill, “Very comprehensive book. This book lists over 100 palm trees and has good pictures
and the text is quite complete but fairly technical. A glossary of terms is helpful but it can still be
somewhat complicated to review multiple characteristics to identify a specific palm which may
be in your landscape. Sometimes it seems there may be 2-3 palms which fit the same
description.Still helpful and useful - not a bad way to start narrowing down palm options.”

OneOldSeaDog, “102 most common palms. Exactly what I needed. This contains the 102 most
common palms. As a new resident of Florida ir helps me identify the most common palms.
Good color pictures with a concise description along with a list of features makes this book very
handy.”

Ebook Library Reader, “cold tolerant palms.. This book is a good guide to what palms are safe
for the area I live in.”

Chris Faulhaber, “A so so book on Palm Trees. Bought this book so I could learn about Palms as
I relocated to Central FL from WI. Didn't want to be uninformed when I got my landscape done.
Most of the palms listed are not recomended for anywhere in FL nor anywhere in the us per the
zone hardieness scale. The ones that were appropiate had very good pictures. The general
knowledge section is good reading for the beginner of palms.”

Greg, “Nice book on palms.. Nice gudebook.”

bobbie, “Very Helpful. This is a helpful guide if you need assistance identifying palms and their
temperature zones. It is a permanent part of our horticulture library. We live in upstate SC, and it
has helped us propagate and maintain palms in our area.”

Susan Pierce, “Good book. Good palms book”

JCMcM, “Important. Wonderful resource for South Florida property.”

The book by Jack Kerouac has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 48 people have provided feedback.
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